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Abstract. We calculate the spin dependent structure functions g1(x) and g2(x) of the proton and
neutron. Our calculation uses the meson cloud model of nucleon structure and includes the effects of
kinematic terms which mix transverse and longitudinal spin components. We find small corrections
to the nucleon structure functions, however these are significant for the neutron.
The spin dependent structure functions of the nucleon are the subject of much theoret-
ical and experimental interest. As deep inelastic (and other) experiments become more
precise it is hoped that it may be possible to make an unequivocal measurement of a
higher twist component in the structure function g2 of the nucleon. This would give new
information on the gluon field inside the nucleon, and its relationship with the quark
fields.
In order to make such an unequivocal identification it is necessary to understand the
relationship between the structure functions g1 and g2. In particular there are leading
twist contributions to g2 which arise from scattering from the components of the meson
cloud of the physical nucleon. These contributions are of the order of 10% of the
structure function, and need to be taken into account when calculating the twist-2 part
of g2.
The Meson Cloud Model (MCM) arises from the crucial observation [1] that the
contribution of scattering from the pion cloud of the nucleon scales in the Bjorken limit.
This implies that the parton distributions of the nucleon are modified via a convolution
between the parton distribution of the meson and the momentum distribution of the
meson in the proton, viz.
δqp(x) =
∫ 1
x
dy
y
fppi(y)qpi
(
x
y
)
. (1)
As well as pions, the MCM takes into account scattering from the other baryon plus
meson components in the Fock expansion of the wavefunction i.e.
|N〉physical =
√
Z|N〉bare +∑
MB
∫
dyd2k⊥φ(y,k2⊥) |M(y,k⊥);B(1− y,−k⊥)〉. (2)
The other ingredients of the model are the interaction Lagrangians Lint describing the
N → BM vertices and the form factors for these vertices. The small probability of finding
high mass states in this model leads to quick convergence of the sum over baryon-meson
states for structure function calculations.
The MCM has been applied successfully in spin independent DIS, giving a good
description of the HERA data on semi-inclusive DIS with a leading neutron [2, 3],
and also dijet events with a leading neutron [4, 5]. In addition the MCM gives a good
description of the observed violation of the Gottfried sum rule [6, 7].
To extend the model to spin dependent DIS requires the contributions of both pseu-
doscalar and pseudovector mesons, particularly the ρ meson. The pseudoscalar contribu-
tions mainly ‘dilute’ the bare spin dependent pdfs, however the importance of L 6= 0 am-
plitudes in the cloud cannot be ignored [8, 9]. The pseudovector mesons can contribute
directly to the spin dependent pdfs. In earlier work we calculated the spin dependent sea
distributions ∆u¯(x), ∆ ¯d(x), s(x) and ∆s¯(x) [10]. Our results are in good agreement with
the HERMES data [11].
The structure functions g1(x) and g2(x) are dominated by valence rather
than sea distributions, so the most important contributions in the MCM are
those affecting the valence quarks, which are N → Npi and N → ∆pi , with
Lint = igNNpi ψ¯γ5piψ, fN∆piψ¯∂µ piχµ +h.c. respectively.
At finite Q2 the spin of the struck hadron from the cloud, in this case either a nucleon
or ∆, is not parallel with the initial spin of the target nucleon. This implies,as shown by
Kumano and Miyama [12], that both longitudinal and transverse spin structure functions
of the cloud hadrons contribute to the observed structure functions. For a spin 1/2 baryon
component of the cloud we have
δg1(x,Q2) = 11+ γ2
∫ 1
x
dy
y ∑i=1,2(−1)
i+1[∆ fiL(y)+∆ fiT (y)]gBi (
x
y
,Q2) (3)
δg2(x,Q2) = 11+ γ2
∫ 1
x
dy
y ∑i=1,2(−1)
i
[
∆ fiL(y)+ ∆ fiT (y)γ2
]
gBi (
x
y
,Q2). (4)
where γ2 = 4x2m2N/Q2 and ∆ fiL,T (y) are the diferences between spin up and spin
down fluctuation functions projected longitudinally along or transverse to the baryon 3-
momentum. Similar expressions exist for higher spin components of the cloud [12, 13].
The fluctuations are calculated using standard techniques in time-ordered perturbation
theory in the infinite momentum frame [8, 12, 13]. We find that for longitudinal fluc-
tuation functions ∆ fiL(y) the nucleon and ∆ contributions are of similar size, with the
s = 3/2 state of the ∆ being important. For transverse fluctuations ∆ fiT (y) the nucleon
contributions are much larger than those from the ∆.
In order to estimate the size of the MCM contributions to g1 and g2, we need also to
calculate the structure functions of the ‘bare’ hadrons. We use the MIT bag model and
the methods developed by the Adelaide group [9, 14] to calculate the spin dependent
pdfs. We also add ‘by hand’ a phenomenological ∆g(x) such that the integral of gp1(x)
agrees with experiment. The resulting gp1(x) and gn1(x) give a reasonable description
of the experimental data. To calculate the bare g2(x) we simply use the leading twist
Wandzura-Wilczek term
g2(x) =−g1(x)+
∫ 1
x
dy
y
g1(y), (5)
FIGURE 1. Meson cloud Model contributions to g1 of the proton and neutron. The dashed line is the
contribution from longitudinally projected nucleon fluctuations, the dotted line is the total contribution
from nucleon fluctuations and the solid line is the total from nucleon and ∆ fluctuations.
FIGURE 2. Meson cloud Model contributions to g2 of the proton and neutron. The dashed line is the
contribution from longitudinally projected nucleon fluctuations, the dotted line is the total contribution
from nucleon fluctuations and the solid line is the total from nucleon and ∆ fluctuations.
which also gives a good description of the available experimental data on gp2(x) and
gn2(x).
Our calculations of the contributions to g1(x) and g2(x) for both the proton and
neutron are shown in figures 1 and 2. For the proton we note that the magnitudes of
these contributions are much smaller than the size of the experimental data. We see
that the contributions from transversely projected cloud baryons are small, and that the
contributions of nucleons and ∆ baryons are of similar magnitude, though not necessarily
the same sign. For the neutron structure functions the MCM contributions are around
10% of the size of the experimental data. These corrections will be important to consider
in any extraction of higher twist components to the neutron structure functions, as they
have similar magnitude to these components. Also these corrections have a weak scale
dependence which can mimic that of twist-3 contributions at low Q2. The correction to
gn2(x) is positive, and may be able to account for the deviation of the JLab E97-103 data
around x = 0.2 and Q2 = 1 GeV2 from the Wandzura-Wilczek term [15].
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